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ITS PROJECT REQUEST

Requester Josh Callahan

E-mail ras1@humboldt.eduExt 3722

E-mail josh.callahan@humboldt.eduExt 3815

PROJECT INFORMATION

Title Upgrade Campus Phone Switch

Type UpgradeLevel Campus-wide

Purpose

REQUESTER / SPONSOR INFORMATION

Request Date: Mar 14, 2014

Div. VP Bob Snyder

The problem of       
HSU’s Ericsson phone switch requires an upgrade to a newer, supported version by April 2015.   The 
phone switch or Private Branch Exchange (PBX) is what provides dial tone to the 2407 phone lines on 
the campus and allows for both on campus and off-campus dialing.

affects All campus phone users, UPD 911 service, applicants, prospects, vendors, system-wide colleagues

the impact of which is Unable to get support, security updates, or patches for the phone switch

a successful solution would be
An in-place upgrade to the Ericsson PBX to maintain supportability.  With equipment and phones on 
site, campus users can be moved gradually to new equipment over a period of months and then a 
small cutover to the core system can be executed in early spring '15

Alternatives

Move all campus phone circuits to hosted VOIP services, at a rough cost of $1.8 mil over 5 years.  Do 
not upgrade, which would mean we could no longer get hardware or software support for the PBX 
and would suffer an increasing number of outages until the system finally fails.

Alignment with Strategic 

Objectives

Improve efficiency of business operations and services:  After this upgrade is in place along with the 
associated CNI Core Router and Firewall Upgrades, HSU will have the capacity to host its own Voice 
over IP (VOIP) circuits moving forward.  This could increase flexibility for mobile users and reduce costs 
for some remote facilities.   
 
If this is upgrade is not done and HSU is unable to get support for this key service:  unreliable phone 
service will hamper communication with students, damaging graduation rates, time to degree, and 
achievement.  Unreliable phone service will make getting grants and contracts more difficult, 
fundraising calls less successful, out-of-state and international enrollments decrease, and extended 
education programs less popular.

Deadline Date Apr 1, 2015 Hard Deadline

Deadline Reason

Support for our current phone switch version will end in April 2015.  If we can start the upgrade this 
summer, we can slowly move office users and other extensions over to new  equipment.  in a 
staggered manner.  Waiting to start the project will require a schedule that is more disruptive for 
campus users.  It could also increase the cost if the schedule is compressed to the point of requiring 
significant off-hours work and external staffing.

Considerations / Dependencies

620 existing desktop phone sets will need to be replaced with with models that will work with the 
new system.  That $65,100 cost is built into this request to fund centrally, but could be distributed to 
departments.  If it is removed and departments need to buy their own phones, it will be more difficult 
to schedule the cutovers as the timing of those phone purchases will become a factor that is out of ITS 
control.

Resources TNS Voice Analysts, ITS Project Office, Network Operations
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Estimate (Hard Costs Only)
Initial $239,263 On-going $0 Yes NoFunding Available

Explanation of Estimates

These are the onetime hard costs for the upgrade that are above and beyond the annual funding that 
TNS has to work with.  Ongoing circuit and maintenance costs will remain the same, so no additional 
base funding is needed.  Since we are currently using an Ericsson switch, and an in place upgrade is 
the most cost effective option by far, this would be a sole source rather than a bid process.    If a staged 
approach is taken purchasing could be spread out with 6 $39,000 stages with the remainder at the 
end.

Affected System / Module Voice Switch (PBX)

Other
As this is an in place upgrade, minimal retraining needs to be done.  The current switch management 
software will continue to be used



HSU Phone Switch Alternatives 

HSU’s phone switch requires an upgrade to a newer, supported version by April 2015.  HSU currently 
runs an Ericsson MD110 Private Branch Exchange (PBX) phone system.  HSU initially purchased the PBX 
in 1988, and has regularly upgraded the equipment as new software and firmware updates became 
available. 

The campus has 2407 active phone lines.  Of these, 620 are digital phones which will not work on the 
upgraded system and need to be replaced.  An additional 339 digital phones and 1448 analog lines will 
continue working after the upgrade.   It is timely to consider options:  

Option A: upgrading the existing PBX in place  

Option B: moving to a hosted VoIP solution for all of campus 

Both options will require at least the replacement of 620 phones on campus in order to work with 
upgraded equipment, plus a migration effort.   Departments have historically purchased their own 
telephone instruments, and we could require departments to pay the cost of replacing them.  
Alternatively, we could choose to fund that portion of the project centrally, which would allow flexibility 
in scheduling moves based on location and staff availability.  

Moving large numbers of phones to VOIP would also create a timing issue in terms of data network 
capacity.  HSU’s network cores are nearly 10 years old, the CSU has those scheduled to be replaced in 
the 14/15 academic year, which will be its own major project.  Rolling out a new major network service 
such as VOIP in concert with or on the heels of that upgrade carries a lot of risk. 

 Option A: Upgrade the Existing Switch        ** ITS Recommended Option ** 

 

This option consists of an in-place upgrade to the 
Ericsson PBX to maintain supportability.  No additional base funding is needed for this option, as the 
ongoing maintenance and circuit costs for this option are consistent with existing costs covered by TNS, 
but onetime funds for the PBX upgrade and replacing digital phones need to be identified.  This option 
only requires us to replace the digital desk phones on campus, which can be purchased for about $100 
each.   The upgraded switch will have the capability of supporting VOIP connections, which we could 
then explore for mobile devices and off-site applications where we have reliable network connections 

 

Switch Upgrade Costs 

One-time Funding 
Needed 

Additional Base 
Funding Needed 

$278,203 $0 

Item Cost 
PBX Upgrade $213,103 
Replace Digital Phones $65,100 
PBX Maintenance $21,000            Existing 
Annual Circuit Costs $80,000           Existing 
Year One Cost - Total $379,203 
Five Year Cost $783,203 



Once the CSU funded core network upgrade is complete in AY 14/15, we could look at rolling out VOIP 
desktop phones in an incremental manner.  Because these deployments would require additional 
switches in the network closets, the most cost effective model would be to target a physical grouping of 
offices and upgrade 24 phones at once.  To the right is 
the cost for upgrading 24 phones to VOIP in this 
scenario.  Major remodels and off-campus locations 
could be synergistic opportunities to roll these 
services out. 

 

 

Option B:  Remotely Hosted VoIP 

 

This option involves moving all campus phone lines 
to hosted VoIP through Internet2.  There may be 
additional costs involved in adding UPS capacity in 
wiring closets to keep phone lines up in the case of a 
power outage.  All phone traffic (including alarm 
lines) would route off campus in this scenario, 

creating some significant emergency preparedness risks.  Alternately, those lines could be leased from 
AT&T, but that has similar monthly costs.  Both one-time and base budget funds need to be identified.  
As mentioned above, the core network capacity for this option will not be in place until the CSU funded 
network refreshed, which is scheduled for FY 14/15. 

Incremental Cost for 24 VOIP Lines 

One-time Funding 
Needed 

Additional Base 
Funding Needed 

$7,520 $1600 

Item Cost 
Phones $253,735 
Extra Network 
Switches 

$200,000 

Annual  VOIP line 
charges 
 

 $171,860 
 

SIP Trunks $36,105 
Maintenance/refresh 
for switches 

$80,000 

Annual Costs $287,965 
Year One Costs – 
Total 

$700,700 

Five Year Costs $1,892,559 

One-time Funding 
Needed 

Additional Base Funding 
Needed 

$700,700 $287,965 Total 

 $101,000 (less existing) 

 $186,965 Net Increase  
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